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Abstract. The mode switch of hybrid electric vehicles between internal combustion engines

and motors is essential to vehicle's power and drivability performance. Due to the di�erent working

conditions in hybrid electric buses compared with traditional vehicles, it is critical to analyze main

clutch and its key parts. The main objective of this paper is to investigate the optimal design of

a double-steady-state clutch applied on electric hybrid buses. The rotating reinforcement clutch

was introduced and its structure was analyzed. The principle of optimal design was described and

the method of Goal Driven Optimization was applied to the parameters of a double-steady-state

clutch. The rear end cover and the king pin of the clutch were modeling and optimal design was

executed. Simulation results reveal that the key parameters of the rear end cover and the king pin

have been improved.

Key words. Main clutch, double-steady-state clutch, goal driven optimization, parameter

sensitivity.

1. Introduction

Main clutch exists as an independent assembly in the power train of hybrid
electric vehicles. At present, friction clutch is widely applied in di�erent types of
hybrid electric vehicles[1]. Running of hybrid electric vehicles requires continuous
switchover of di�erent drive modes and each switchover is accomplished through
separating and engaging of clutch. This di�ers from traditional vehicles signi�-
cantly[2][3]. Compared to traditional vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles have longer
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time for the clutch being separated and thereby longer time of keeping the release
bearing pressed. The pressing force on the release bearing is acting on the �ywheel
and �nally transmits to bent axle of the engine. The bent axle of the engine will
su�er a strong axial pressing force for a long time, which will a�ect the engine
performance signi�cantly[4]. Nowadays, main clutch failure becomes one primary
technical bottleneck of hybrid electric vehicles[5].

Main clutch control in hybrid electric vehicles in China mainly uses cylinder
driven control for the moment[6]. Many additional parts have been added to meet
working conditions of clutch in hybrid electric vehicles, which leads to the highly
complicated control mechanism of the whole clutch and brings a series of prob-
lems[7][8].

The clutch control strategy in parallel hybrid electric vehicles was studied, �nding
they used the combined control strategy of a synchronized engaging and a launch slip
engaging maneuver. It also designed a learning algorithm for clutch compensation[2].

2. Con�guration and working principle for
double-steady-state clutches

2.1. Propose of the double-steady-state clutch

There are two working modes of the clutch: long-term engaging and long-term
separated. The vehicle clutch running at one mode for a long time is called mono-
steady-state clutch and the vehicle clutching running at two modes for a long time
as double-steady-state clutch. Most clutches used in vehicle in China are mono-
steady-state clutch. According to driving characteristics of hybrid electric vehicles, it
requires a double-steady-state clutch rather than a mono-steady-state clutch. How-
ever, there's no double-steady-state clutch available on the Chinese market. Design
and theory of double-steady-state clutch haven't been studied yet. With the in-
crease of hybrid electric vehicles, studying double-steady-state clutch has important
signi�cance to meet requirements.

2.2. Rotating reinforcement clutch

Structure of an electromagnetism-driven rotating reinforcement clutch is shown
in Fig.1. As an open double-steady-state clutch, holes on the front rotating platen
form loose �t with the king pin, so the front rotating platen can make free slides
axially on the king pin. The return spring is between the �ywheel and the front
rotating platen and has certain preload, which can ensure that the front rotating
platen, steel ball and back rotating platen pressed onto the needle roller thrust
bearing and adjoin to the rear end cover of the clutch. The Auxiliary pin head is
�xed onto the driving part of the assistant clutch. The hinge pin forms loose �t
with holes on the back rotating platen, so the driven disc is free to slide on the slave
spline shaft.
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Fig. 1. Structure of an electromagnetism-driven rotating reinforcement clutch

3. Optimization of some parts of double-steady-state clutch

3.1. Theory of optimization design

Optimization design is to get the optimal design plan by establishing an opti-
mization model, determining design variables, objective function and constraints,
using di�erent optimization approaches, and calculating the optimal value of the
objective function through multiple iterations[9].

The optimization mathematical model:

 minF (X) = F (x1, x2, ..., xn)
gi(X) = gi(x1, x2, ..., xn), i = 1, 2, ...,M

X = (x1, x2, ..., xn)
T

(1)
Design variables are independent variables and the optimization is realized by

changing numerical values of design variables. Every design variable has upper and
lower limits. State variables are numerical values that restrict design. They are the
function of design variables. They may have upper and lower limits. The objective
function is a numerical value as small as possible and is the function of design
variables.
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3.2. Numerical simulation analysis of rear end cover

First, parameters of the rear end cover model were set. Three thickness (hou1=1mm,
hou2=9mm and hou3=2mm) of the rear end cover were set as the design input vari-
ables. Next, structural static mechanics were analyzed, which concluded that the
minimum stress safety factor was 2.39. Stress safety factor was set as the output
variable (Fig.2). At this moment, mass of the rear end cover was 8Kg.

Fig. 2. Cloud chart of stress safety factor

This paper adopted Goal Driven Optimization. This module was dragged into
the optimization �owchart, which would connect with the parameter space produced
by structural static mechanics automatically (Fig.3). In the experimental design,
optimization ranges of input design variables were set: 0.1mm � 2mm for hou1,
3mm �10mm for hou2, and 1mm � 5mm for hou3.

Design sample points that meet the parameter ranges in the point table and
update design of experiments. Calculated results of sample design points gained
from the program running are shown in Fig.4.

Update the Response Surface and get values of input parameters corresponding
to the maximum and minimum output parameters. The search results are shown in
Fig.5.

Goodness of �t on the Response Surface is checked. Sensitivity graph re�ects
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Fig. 3. Optimization �owchart

Fig. 4. Sample design points generated by design of experiments
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Fig. 5. Search map of maximum and minimum

sensitivities of design points to output parameters. It can be known from Fig.6
that hou2 in�uences deformation mostly. The variation of an input parameter with
another one or more input parameters can be observed by changing values of design
points.

Fig. 6. Parameter sensitivity observation at response points

Results on the Response Surface are shown on Fig.7�Fig.12.

Fig. 7. Response surface of safety factor to hou1 and hou2

In the optimization unit, mass was set as the optimization goal and minimum
stress safety factor was set ≥1.2. Update the optimization and generate 1,000 sample
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Fig. 8. Response surface of safety factor to hou1and hou3

Fig. 9. Response surface of safety factor to hou2 and hou2

points by using the Response Surface. Finally, the program gave three best results
(Fig.13).

It can be known from Fig.13 that hou1 can be simpli�ed to 0mm, while hou2
and hou3 can be determined 4.8mm and 3.7mm, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Response surface of mass to hou1 and hou2

Fig. 11. Response surface of safety factor to hou1 and hou3

3.3. Numerical simulation analysis of kingpin

Three cylinder diameters and one base angle thickness of the king pin were used
as input variables: zhijing1 (zj1)=26mm, zhijing2(zj2)=20mm, zhijing3(zj3)=16mm
and hou1=7mm. Next, structural static mechanics were analyzed, which concluded
that the minimum stress safety factor was 4.36. Stress safety factor was set as the
output variable. At this moment, mass of the king pin was 0.22Kg.
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Fig. 12. Response surface of mass to hou2 and hou3

Fig. 13. Optimization results

Design Driven Optimization was used in this optimization. This module was
dragged into the optimization �owchart, which would connect with the parameter
space produced by structural static mechanics automatically. In the experimental
design, optimization ranges of input design variables were set: 22mm � 30mm for
zhijing1, 12mm � 22mm for zhijing2, 8mm � 16mm for zhijing3, and 4mm � 10mm
for hou1.

Preview Design of Experiments, design sample points that meet the parameter
ranges in the point Table and Update Design of Experiments. Update the Response
Surface and choose Min-Max Search in output parameters. The attribute window
can set Number of Initial Surface as 100 and Number of start surface as 3.Thus
getting values of input parameters corresponding to maximum and minimum output
parameters.

Goodness of �t on the Response Surface is checked. Sensitivity graph re�ects
sensitivities of design points to output parameters. The variation of an input pa-
rameter with another one or more input parameters can be observed by changing
values of design points, shown in Fig.14.

Results on the Response Surface of safety factor to zj1 and zj2,safety factor to
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Fig. 14. Parameter sensitivity observation at response points

zj1 and zj3, safety factor to zj1 and hou1, mass to zj2 and zj3,.mass to zj2 and hou1
and mass to zj2 and hou1 are checked.

In the optimization unit, mass was set as the optimization goal and minimum
stress safety factor was set 1.5. Update the optimization and generate 1,000 sample
points by using the Response Surface. Finally, the program gave three best results
(Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Optimization results

It can be known from Fig.15 that when hou1=4mm, zhijing1, zhijing2 and zhi-
jing3 are 25mm, 13.8mm and 9mm, respectively. The mass of kingpin was 0.116kg.

4. Conclusion

In this work, a double-steady-state clutch for hybrid electric vehicles were ex-
ploited. The detailed structure of a rotating reinforcement clutch for hybrid electric
buses was described. The method optimal design and the �owchart of numerical
optimization were introduced. The method of design driven optimization was ap-
plied to optimize the rear end cover and the king pin. Search results, goodness of
�t and parameter sensitivity on the Response Surface of the rear end cover and the
king pin were checked respectively. Goal driven optimization results was obtained
and that shows the key parameters of the rear end cover and the king pin were
optimized. Future work includes more compact system design combined with the
clutch actuator and system optimization. In the future research, we will integrate
the transmission systems with engine and vehicle control.
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